Who We Are
About Us
At Nance and Underwood, nearly every
aspect of the maritime industry is covered
with an extensive knowledge of the
products, brands, and an overall
understanding of maritime vessels.
While Nance and Underwood’s primary
mission focused on the traditional rigging,
but our background in sail rigging enhances
the experiences of our technicians.
Maintenance rigging installation creates a safer and
more easily accessible environment for crew.

A History in Commercial Vessels
Nance and Underwood handles projects and
servicing from davit repair and
refurbishment to anchor mooring lines and
winch servicing. Also among our specialties
are installing safety handrails and CE Safety
Access Systems. Our variety of servicing
continues on to include replacement of
mooring lines, anchor chains, cable
replacement, as well as many other options
and areas.

Contact Us
Phone: 954.764.6001
Email: roger@nanceandunderwood.com
Web: www.riggingandsails.com

Nance and
Underwood Rigging
and Sails
Safety Handrail installations for safe maintainance.

IMO Certified By

NANCE AND UNDERWOOD
RIGGING AND SAILS
262 SW 33rd Street
Ft. Lauderdale FL 33315

Commercial, Cruise, and
Government Vessel Support

Certified Load Testing
New Installation of Safety Access Rail
Systems as well as recurrent one and
five year SWL; Means of Embarkation
and Non-SOLAS Davit/Crane Load
Testing are all available through Nance
and Underwood.
Specifically designed equipment and experience
allow for a job well done, guaranteed.

What you can expect
as a customer…

Nance and Underwood will stand behind
each project. This statement defines our
Company and is the reason that we are
successful. Our technicians undergo training
and are familiar with a multitude of rigging
and deck equipment manufacturers.
Your vessel’s requirements will become our
primary focus until the project is finished.
Our technicians will be courteous and
respect the crews and passengers with
proper and polite attitude.
N&U will strive to maintain a long term
relationship with your Vessels and Company
Our technicians have access to ports and dry
docks worldwide

Trained and Experienced

We provide mooring lines as well as mooring winch
services on all vessels, including cargo and tanker
ships.

Technicians as well as Quality
Assured Materials ensure that
we will provide your vessels

Winches

requirements on time!

Nance and Underwood provide an array of
services when
referring to
winches on all
vessels,
including
anchor and
windless servicing.

Rope Inc.
Rope Inc is a
subsidiary of
Nance and
Underwood
creating a
perfect match
to fulfill both
the servicing and providing the line for
rigging, mooring winches, safety lines, and
many other possibilities. We provide a
variety of line, splicing and braiding in all
dimensions. Samson Rope© Dealer

Our specialties include:
 EMB Refurbish Work
 One and Five year inspections
 Mooring and Winch Line
Replacement and Servicing
 Brake Band and Pawl/Cog Servicing
 Modern High Tech Replacement Line

